
Work principle of DeKa-Titan

Arbeitsweise des DeKa-Titan

The pain (or better: the pain information) is running from the pain source over nerves to the 
spinal cord and from there to the brain. Pain in the area of the head runs directly to the brain. This 
information gets transformed into the feeling “pain”. The pain information never runs through the 
blood vessels, and never goes from the brain to the DeKa-Titan bracelet!
 
I assume the following:
 
The DeKa Titan bracelet has a capacitor/condenser of high capacity, which produces an electric 
�eld. This capacitive electric �eld is spread through the skin, tissue and – especially –  through 
the conductive blood over the whole body.  (The reason for wearing the bracelet at the left wrist 
is that the inner surface of the left wrist has high contact to big blood and lymph vessels.) 
 
So the capacitive electric �eld also gets to the nerves that transfer the pain information to the 
brain and “disturbs” this pain information. As a result, the pain information is not recognized as 
the feeling “pain” in the brain and the patient does not feel  pain any more. The cause of the pain 
still exists! In other words, the bracelet suggests the brain that everything is ok by disturbing/blo-
cking/changing the pain information on its way to the brain. 
 
So the blood does not transfer the pain to the bracelet, the bracelet transfers the capacitive 
electric �eld to the pain!
 
I hope I could describe the process – as I see it –  in a comprehensible way. If you have any further 
questions, please do not hesitate to ask me at any time.
 
Yours sincerely,
 
Dr. Helmut Schaudig
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